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GASKELL RECREATION GROUND 
 
REQUEST FOR QUOTATION AND FULL SPECIFICATION OF 

WORKS TO CREATE AND EQUIP AN OUTDOOR EXERCISE 

AREA. 

 
July 19, 2016 

OVERVIEW 

1. Project Background and Description 
This is a Request for Quotation for and on behalf of the Gaskell Recreation Ground 
Charity (charity number 1116940), selected quotation will be presented to Much 
Wenlock Town Council for approval and associated funding.  

The Gaskell Recreation Ground Management Committee is seeking initial proposals to 
create an outdoor exercise area suited to a more physical exercise regime minded 
person. An area some 22 metres by 6 metres is being made available to be utilized for 
this proposed requirement. The proposal is to site 6 exercise machines in a dedicated 
area:- 

1) Elliptical Cross Country Trainer 
2) Arm and Pedal Bike 
3) Cross Country Skier 
4) Double air walker 
5) Pull Down and Chest press combination 
6) Single self-weighted rower 

Some additional grounds work and placement of seating is also required to prepare the 
site and allow suitable facilities for users. 

Details of the full project scope follow. 

2. Project Site Location: 
Site Location: 3 Station Rd, Much Wenlock, Shropshire TF13 6JE  

Known locally as the Gaskell Recreation Ground. 

Area as designated and shown later in this document (small unused area where 
disused toilet block currently exists). 
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3. Project Management Team: 
The main team currently assigned to managing this phase of the Project is the Gaskell 
Recreation Ground Management Committee whose members are:- 

David Gibbon (Chairman), Chris Bowden, Trevor Childs, Herbert Harper (town 
councillor), Paul Laming (town councillor), Graham Edgcumbe-Venning (town 
councillor). 

4. The main point of contact for this project:  
This is to be via the Much Wenlock Town Clerk, Sharon Clayton, who can be contacted 
at the following email address townclerk@muchwenlock-tc.gov.uk or via postal 
communication at The Town Clerks Office, The Corn Exchange, 62 High Street, Much 
Wenlock TF13 6AE. 

Telephone communication with the town clerk is available on 01952 727509. 

5. Project Scope 
The full project scope will be operated in four phases:- 

1) Obtain quotations and review and finalize specification of works. 
2) Review quotations and select main contractor. 
3) Resolve Local additional funding requirements (if needed). 
4) Initiate main contract to agreed time plan.    

6. High-Level Requirements 
• Section 1: Removal of existing brick toilet block. Retain floor area as base for park 

benches similar to existing triangular bench. Make good any damaged ground and 
cap drains affected accordingly (ensure future access to capped drains can be 
obtained). 

• Section 2: Replace existing fencing with higher fencing filling in gap created by toilet 
wall removal.  

• Section 3: Position and set bases suitable for mounting the exercise machines 
appropriately. 

• Section 4: Level associated grass area and create suitable soft pour base area 
suitable for the 6 pieces of adult exercise equipment being placed within the area 
and link areas drainage point to existing drains. 
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• Section 5: Create new gated entrance at position indicated in fence line suitable for 
disabled wheelchair or parent and child push chair access. Ensure pathway in and 
out is suitably levelled.   

• See attached sectionalized Project Scope and specification of required works to be 
undertaken for all sections indicated above. 

7. Deliverables 
A proposed exercise area layout plan 

A Suitable project time plan is to be clearly indicated with the proposed start date and 
any sub-sectional proposed start dates taking into consideration any general difficulties 
detailed with the specification of works for each section. 

The Pricing Quotation broken down as follows:-  

The quotation pricing indication is to be broken down into provisional sums as follows:- 

Section 1: Unused Toilet Block removal 

a) Removal of all vertical brick walls and waste material from site. 
b) Capping of sewer drains.  
c) Levelling of base unit and suitable new covering of base unit, ensure water 

from remaining pad runs to existing drain point. 
d) Placement and mounting of new bench + seating. 

 
Section 2: Fencing 

a) Removal and re-aligning of existing fencing line. 
b) Replacement of smaller lower panels for new higher fence line. 

 
Section 3: Main Exercise Equipment Area 

a) Level proposed area and dig out suitable base positions to support sporting 
equipment at the correct and suitable spacing’s for the chosen equipment.  

b) Create suitable soft pour area around equipment, drainage for soft pour via 
new interconnection to currently available open drain close to old water stand 
pipe/tap area or suitable run off slope into children’s grassed play area. 

c) Suitable waste bin placed as indicated on plan.  
d) Siting of selected exercise equipment. 
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Section 4: New Gate Access requirement 

a) Create new gate access at position indicated. 
b) Create suitable pathway access from main road footpath to area, potential 

contractors are to determine if local planning permission is required for any 
section of the work and advise accordingly. 

8. Potentially Affected Parties 
The Town Clerk will make available a complete list of confirmed dates that are 
irrevocable and these will be issued as an attachment to this document (if any exist).  

The General Public.  Please note that this user group has open access to the site 24 
hours per day – the nominated contractor will be required to ensure that the areas of 
work are suitably controlled and cordoned to ensure the safety of the public at all times.  

Known user groups: Consideration should be given to the following sporting and 
educational calendars when proposing a time plan and schedule of works:- 

The Much Wenlock Cricket Club, the Much Wenlock Bowling Club and their associated 
sporting calendars (for main gate access), the William Brookes School physical 
education lesson planning (for possible activity in and around the main gate – cross 
country).  

9. Specific Exclusions from Overall Scope of works 
There are no specific exclusions within this scope of works.  

10. Proposed Implementation Plan 
To be provided by the contractor at time of quotation. The implementation plan is to 
include “time schedule” indication for all stages of work detailed within this document. 
The nominated contractor may choose to have one major upheaval and complete the 
works in one singular time plan.  Alternatively the nominated contractor may wish to 
break out the work into smaller sub-contracted sections with times planned to suit their 
current workloads and associated teams availability. The Management Committee is 
open to discussion on this matter. It is imperative that the potential contractor gives 
suitable consideration to the sporting calendars indicated previously so as to reduce the 
potential impact to the user groups to an absolute minimum.   

 

 

continued… 
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11. Scope of works Section 1 – Removal of Unused Toilet Block 
Expected activities to be quoted for. 

a) Unused toilet block dismantling and waste removal. 
b) Capping/blocking of existing sewers ends. Ensuring future access to sewer 

ends is still possible (suggest small inlaid sealed slab over capped point). 
c) Level ground floor pad and ensure no trips (contractor to propose suitable 

hard wearing covering and to level accordingly).  
d) Placement of triangular bench with self-contained associated seating + a 

standalone, long, four seating positions bench type seat (shown in the 
suggested plan within the following pages). 

Section 1: Unused toilet block removal. 

Overhead photo showing area available (large blue 
shaded box) to be used for exercise equipment. 
Currently one boundary consists of a high hedgerow 
which is soon to be removed and replaced by a 
hooped fence 1.2m high. Its base starting point will be 
at a suitable level for this proposed facility. 

The blue dot towards the centre of the box indicates a 
possible drainage point for the area (existing drain).   

The small darker blue box indicates the possible 
position for the proposed new gateway (this is to be 
constructed to the left of the electric pole looking into 
the ground from the roadside. 

The unused toilet block can be seen as a darker 
outline close to the dark blue circle. Photos of toilet 
block follow.   

Initial step removal of old toilet block 

A). Old brick building is to be levelled and obscured, 
rear wall is also to be removed. Building originally 
contained male WCs, urinals and female WCs. All 
need to be demolished and removed from site. 

B). All sewer points are to be capped and covered for 
potential future use – water pipe to be checked and 
made safe. 

C). Each end of the toilet block and along the front 
edge there are small paved areas. These paved 
areas are the maximum boundary that the final HARD 

standing area can come out to (if required). The contractor can choose to extend the base to the maximum indicated 
periphery if required, or needed, when mounting the table and bench on the original (re-levelled) base. The contractor 
should choose the most suitable method for levelling the remaining base platform. We believe the base can form the 
hard standing for the proposed seating but it does need to be levelled with a suitable material and finish to ensure no 
potential trips or hazards. 
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Continued on following plan: 

Plan of area allocated for exercise machines showing toilet block: 

The following overlaid plan shows the potential area and associated levels. 

The light blue oblong indicates the potential area available to be used. 

The blue arrow indicates the fencing position from hedge row (road side) to the returning corner (this distance is 
approximately 24metres). 

Please note that the hedgerow will be removed 
and replaced by hoop fencing. Its level will be set 
to the top of the conrete floor within the old toilet 
block. 

The replacement fencing needs to be consistent 
heigth across all the length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The difference in levels can be seen here: 

 
It is likely that during the planned removal of the hedgerow the ground will be made up to the required level of the old 
toilet block but potential contractors should put in a provisional sum to deal with this issue (difference in levels 
from old toilet block to the existing hedgerow) if it is not corrected the contractor will be expected to deal with this 
issue. 
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continued… 

D). Seating proposed for the levelled base pad: 

The following photographs shows existing arrangements in other areas around the ground. The management team 
are reluctant to move away from this style within this area. It is suggested that contractors’ quotes should include 

similar items to be installed. 

Four Person Bench Seat 

Six Person Picnic Bench 

 

 

 

We believe that if the contractor suitably “levels” or “makes up” the remaining base of the old toilet block (after 
demolition) we will have a suitably level starting point for the proposed seating area. The management team are open 
to indication and suggestions/alternative proposals if this is not the case. Provision should be made to suitably level 
and finish the old toilet base area to place these seating items as indicated in the plan (shown below).  

One Suggested Exercise Equipment and Seating Layout 

 

 

 

End of Section 1: scope of works  
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11. Section 2: Fencing 
a) Removal of existing fence line and rotating incorrectly sited panels. 
b) Replacement of new fencing to the higher fence line. 

The photograph below shows the existing style and type of fencing utilised within this area. Upon removal of the toilet 
block wall a considerable gap in the fencing will then exist. It is proposed that the contractor quotes to remedy this by 
using back (what is possible) and replacing with new (matching type/style) where short and repair the complete fence 
length from roadway to the corner to the correct “same” level height all along, and repaint to match old accordingly 
(some 24metres of fencing, approximately).  

This may involve re-positioning old posts to maintain a continuous fence line (it may be quicker to replace the whole 
fence line).  

Contractors can choose to quote for an additional option to replace the entire fence length and supply a 
concrete post and feather board panel solution instead to a similar or greater height if there a speed of 
erection benefit to the contractor.  

Type in use currently:- 

The only sections being considered for repair/replacement are the panels 
along the rear toilet wall from the roadside to the corner return. Also, 
these panels, if they are to be retained, will need to be REVERSED as 
they are the wrong way around. 

 

 

On the opposite side from where this photograph (left) was taken the 
fence runs several panels at full height and then drops to half height 
panels. These half height panels need to be replaced with full height 
panels to the corner return point (see photograph below). 

 

When levelling the ground the contractor needs to ensure that the bottom 
of the fence is not left open but completely closed off. This will remove 
the need for the unsightly kick panels along the base of the fence panel. 

This may necessitate a complete re-instatement of the fence. 

Please be sure to check, review and then quote accordingly.   

The approximate length of fencing is around 24 metres from the 
road side to the corner return point.  

 

 

 

 

 

End of Section 2: scope of works. 
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12. Section 3: Main Exercise Equipment Area 
a) Level proposed area and dig out suitable base positions to support sporting 

equipment at the correct and suitable spacings for the chosen equipment.  
i) It is suggested that the final base height of the old toilet block forms the 

basis of the level to work to unless the contractor has difficulty with this 
(we are trying to avoid a step point onto the seating area). 

b) Create suitable soft pour area around equipment, drain soft pour via new 
interconnection to currently available open drain (close to old water stand 
pipe/tap area marked by the white arrow in the proposed plan). 
i) The soft pour should be sloped accordingly away from the concrete 

base to the children’s play area. The concrete base levelling should be 
directed towards the old water tap drainage point.  

ii) The water tap drain should be checked first to ensure that it does 
effectively drain to the waste water collection point. If it fails then a 
separate storm water drain should be provisionally priced in to the 
project to run to the manhole shown on the site plan. 

c) Suitable waste bin placed as indicated on plan.  
d) Fit proposed equipment. 

Section 3:  D) Suggested/proposed exercise equipment required 

1) Elliptical Cross Country Trainer 
2) Arm and Pedal Bike 
3) Cross Country Skier 
4) Double air walker 
5) Pull Down and Chest press combination 
6) Single self-weighted rower 

The management team is open to alternative suggestions of equipment if the combination proposed does not 
seem to offer a full workout cycle. 

The contractor should review the proposed positions, suitable spacings, and suggest a final layout to suit a 
fitness cycle suitable for the proposed machines and available space.  

Obviously a site visit will be required to assess and determine possible positions and size of final area. 

Proposed equipment layout 

This is merely a suggested use of the available area. Potential contractors are requested to make best use of the 
area available and propose suitable alternatives to this suggestion.  

The sequence of the exercise machines in this grouping should be proposed by the contractor based upon base 
sizings and positions, hopefully the final sequence of machines will form a suitable exercise regime as users rotate 
around the circuit. 

 

 

 

 continued… 
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Suggested layout (open to discussion) 

 

It is suggested that a central collective gulley could be suitably placed so that the soft pour base runs to the gulley 
and then along the gulley to the collective point and drains accordingly (contractor to advise feasibility). 

The proposed walkway will follow a hooped low fence (to be placed by others before this contract is put in place) and 
this walkway needs to be suitable for parents with pushchairs and or wheelchair access (plan above is not to scale, 
merely to be used as an indicative plan). 

 

Site Plan: 

 The large blue arrow indicates the manhole (if required for additional drainage). 

 

The manhole (MH) is in the lower left hand corner indicated by the large blue arrow. 

The area assigned to the exercise equipment is in the lower right hand corner of this plan (shaded in blue). 

If the existing drain from the old tap area does not correctly flow to the manhole indicated then provision must be 
made to include a waste extraction facility from the RED arrow down to the BLUE arrow. 

End of section 3: scope of works. 
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13. Section 4: New Gate Access requirement. 
c) Create new gate access at position indicated. 
d) Create suitable pathway access from main road footpath to area, potential 

contractors are to determine if local planning permission is required for any 
section of the work and advise accordingly. 

 

The existing children’s entrance looks like this :- 

 

The gate is a standard push to open on a pressured rubber hinge that forces the gate shut. 

A similar gated entrance like this is needed at this point in fencing (see photograph below) which is within the area 
selected for the exercise equipment. The external tarmacadam should be to standard paving grade, and internally to 
the recreation field when the soft pour surface should take over approximately 2 metres into the internal area 
(allowing sufficient hard base for wheelchair access and gate control).  

This is the proposed area for the new gated access point depending on tree roots permitting. If difficulties are met 
due to tree roots then a fence will need to be moved one or two feet to the left from where it can be seen and the gate 
moved left accordingly clearing the roots. 

 

The current hedgerow can be seen on the right hand side – this will become a hooped fence. 

 

 

End of Section 4: Scope of works. 
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14. High-Level Timeline/Schedule 
Whilst the project management team wish to get the work completed as soon as possible they are governed by two 
specific requirements before issuing the final contract to the selected supplier.  

1) Obtaining suitable quotations so as to be able to go out and obtain suitable match funding for financial input 
for the balance of costs not funded by current available local business funding contributors. The balance will 
be required to be funded from the private/public financial sectors. 
To support this approach it is imperative that the quotations are valid for a minimum period of 6 months or 
greater so that the public grant aided funding can be confirmed.  

We ask that each potential supplier quoting will indicate a proposal to complete the work required within the shortest 
possible time whilst giving consideration to sporting calendars and seasonal starts and ends and our user base clubs 
sporting schedules. To manage this and “fit in with” supplier’s schedules we are prepared to accept “staggered” 
completion schedules for each of the following sections should the contractors workload require it. We propose to 
indicate any specific dates/sporting events which may impact the potential start date.  

In this initial phase “Obtaining a Quotation” the project team are seeking to determine available time slots and a 
planned priced schedule of works of the potential contractors quoting based upon the parameters indicated in this 
document (sporting calendars, school terms and club commitments and local funding requirements etc.). This will 
allow the management team to obtain any final approvals/permissions and determine final funding requirements.  

At this point the team can give indication of the selected quotation, the Town Council and Gaskell Recreation Ground 
Management Committee will give full finalized contract confirmation and an indicative potential “start date” which will 
be based upon the supplier’s indicated available time slots and then the Charity will issue a contract accordingly (this 
last point is specifically final funding approval dependent).  

Section 1: Toilet Block Removal; this can be performed at any time, seasonal sporting calendars we believe would 
not be impacted. We would however ask contractors to take care to observe any sporting events requiring access to 
the ground during this period of demolition and waste removal.  

Section 2: Fencing; this can be performed at any time, seasonal sporting calendars we believe would not be 
impacted. Again we ask the nominated contractor to respect any sporting event and associated requirements for 
access during any event. 

Section 3: Base area preparation and equipment placement + soft pour base. 

a) Again there are no sporting calendars that are likely to impact this part of the schedule.  
We ask the nominated contractor to give consideration to any event requiring access to the ground 
during the work cycle.  

b) The main contractor should also give consideration to members of the public and suitable care should 
be taken to ensure minimal disruption to normal activities. 

c) All damaged land and access routes will need to be rectified and brought back to original condition upon 
the completion of the schedule of works.  

Section 4: New Gate Access Point. 

 There are no concerns in this area dependent upon possible planning requirements. This section can be 
completed at any time within the schedule of works. Releasing the new gate access to the public must not occur until 
project completion. 

The management team’s expectations are to receive quotations before the second week of September with two 
weeks to review and propose changes. Selection of potential contractor can take place by end of October 2016.  

It is planned that the project finance team will review additional funding requirements during the quotation period. 

It is the responsibility of the contractor to check if any of the works proposed to be undertaken in this document 
require planning approval before work is initiated.  The local planning authority is Shropshire Council. 
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APPROVAL AND AUTHORITY TO PROCEED WITH PHASES 1&2 
We approve the project in principal as described above, and authorize the team to proceed with Phases 1&2. 

Name Title & Position Date 

   

   

   

 

         
Approved By   Date  Approved By   Date 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by: 
Chris Bowden 
On behalf of the Gaskell Recreation Ground Management Committee 


